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President’s Report
Hi Everyone,

Network Conference. Over those two days we attended
workshops on:
For many years now it has been customary at our U3A to
Financial administration and reporting
hold our Annual General Meeting on the last Friday of
Copyright Laws and what they mean for us
March unless Good Fridays and Covid determine otherwise!
Grant writing (and other sources of funding)
This year, on Friday 26 March, the tradition was
re-established, with 33 members attending.
The link between dementia and loss of hearing.
Although most of our committee members retained their
positions unopposed, there were a couple of changes and
we have some new faces to welcome. Kaye Keene is known
to many of us, through her involvement as a tutor for
line-dancing and cardmarking. Kaye has also been a familiar
face at the reception desk, ensuring that phones and
questions were answered, class rolls maintained and the
other multitude of tasks required of that office were
dutifully executed. Kaye very generously stepped into the
position of Receptionist Co-ordinator, which was very
efficiently managed, but sadly vacated by Ailsa Gaffy prior to
the AGM.
Our second newcomer to the Committee is Jenny Falknau,
who has accepted the position of Secretary. She also
volunteers as receptionist and enjoys classes at the U3A.
I would like to take this opportunity to acknowledge the
tremendous work undertaken by Greg Sibthorpe during his
time as President. I sincerely thank Greg for his guidance
and encouragement in easing me into this role. I also
appreciate his tremendous behind the scenes guidance and
support.
I also pay tribute and thank all the other committee
members for their fine work in keeping the good ship U3A
on an even keel.
Earlier this month, Vice President Juri Linins, PR and
Publicity Co-ordinator, Barry Clark and I travelled to a very
beautiful autumn Stanthorpe, where we met with
representatives of many other U3A’s at the Queensland

I felt though, that the more immediate benefits of the
conference, were meeting people from many other U3A’s
and COTA (Council of the Ageing) and for me as a new
President, understanding some of the complexities of
managing and operating a U3A. It was a fabulous
opportunity to develop friendships with other U3A’s both
nearby and remote, and discuss everything from
administrative software to strategies for moving forward
from Covid.
Congratulations, Chris Clark, for being
recognised as an outstanding recipient of
Rotary’s ‘Pride of Workmanship’ Award.
Each year, since 1975 Rotary recognises many
individuals whose exemplary contributions
are deemed worthy of public recognition.
Although there were seven awardees, Chris was a standout
recipient and U3A is extremely proud to have been able to
support her for this award. Chris is one of the most familiar
faces at U3A, as a very competent Program Co-ordinator,
but I have discovered that during her time with us, she also
moonlights as IT emergency repairer, council liaison,
backstage helper for our music and theatre productions,
MC, and singer extraordinaire. So not only does she have a
tremendous voice, but an enormous passion for U3A and its
members. I doubt I will ever know her secret formula for
remembering, not only each member’s face and name, but
also the class they are enrolled in or the class they teach!
Maree Mosslar

President

Useful dates
Term 2: finishes Fri. 25th June.

Term 3: Mon. 12th July - Fri. 17th Sept.

Term 4: Tues. 6th Oct. - Fri, 3rd Dec. 2021

Term 3 Enrolment will commence on Monday 7th June.
During the 2 weeks from 7th June - 18th June, you are able to re-enrol in courses you are doing in term 2,
if that course is continuing, as well as any of the courses advertised here.
After Friday 18th June the names of members who have not re-enrolled in courses are removed from the
roll, enabling the course to be advertised as having vacancies.
In the last week of the term, Monday 21st June - Thursday 24th June, you are able to enrol in any of the
courses that will be advertised as having vacancies.
DON’T BE DISAPPOINTED

Remember it is only during this three week enrolment period that you are able to put your
name on the waitlist.
PLEASE CHOOSE YOUR COURSES CAREFULLY. Find out what the course is about. Check the
website. Ask other members. Ask the Programmers in the workroom. Talk to the tutor.
Make sure the course you have chosen does not clash with any other commitments you may have!
Only under exceptional circumstance will course changes be approved.

From 7th June - 18th June, all current and new members have the opportunity to enrol in
any of these courses. * Indicates that the course is new to our U3A.
The other courses are repeat or returning courses ready to accept a new group of people.
LITERATURE… *Why Dylan Matters, Writing Your Memoirs…. An Introduction.
ART/CRAFT… *Acrylic Painting….Australian Landscapes, Acrylic Painting Introduction, Pen Plus Beginners,
Pencil Drawing...Learn to Draw, Cardmaking.
LIFESTYLE AND FITNESS …Aromatherapy, Pilates for Beginners, Seeing Life Differently, Mind-Body-Brain, Yoga
with Sharmayne.
ENVIRONMENT AND SCIENCE… *The Zookeepers Tale, Australia - Geography, Birding.
HISTORY… *Australia in 12 Wars, *The Australian Constitution, Social and Cultural History of Australia.
CULTURE … Australian Aboriginal Culture.
MUSIC and DANCE … Greek Dancing for Fun, Music Keyboard-Creative Workshop 2, U-Can Dance, Ukulele for
Beginners, Singalong.
GENEALOGY … *Family History Advanced– Irish Research, Family History Beginners.
COMPUTER… Microsoft Publisher, Powerpoint for Family Photos, Ipad Beginners, Windows 10, Smartphones.
GAMES … Lawn Bowls, Pickleball, Rummi Tiles.
LANGUAGE… Spanish Conversation Workshop, Italian Conversation Workshop, Essential English, Poets’ Nook .
How lucky are we!!! At our U3A we have over 90 tutors who give freely of their time, knowledge and skill to provide
more than 160 courses. Your appreciation of their generosity is best expressed through your regular attendance.
Understandably there will be times when you are unable to attend a course in which you were enrolled. Contacting the
tutor or U3A reception (by phone - 34081450 or email at admin@bribieu3a.com.au) with an apology is greatly
appreciated.
Please avoid enrolling if you are planning to be away for the majority of a term, as this can deprive members on the
waitlist of the opportunity to join the class.

Around the Traps at U3A on Bribie - some of the 20 off-campus classes

Ann Jones

Tap Dancing
Remember these names: Bill "Bojangles" Robinson, Shirley Temple, Gene Kelly, Fred Astaire,
Ginger Rogers, Sammy Davis Jr., Gregory Hines, John Travolta?
Remember these movies: Singin' in the Rain, An American in Paris, Hello, Dolly! Shall We
Dance, Funny Face, Follow the Fleet, Shall We Dance?
What a wonderful era of music, song and dance! Which all started around the mid-1600’s
when Scottish and Irish labourers brought social dances to America, and slaves in the south imitated the rapid toe and heel
action of the Irish Jig and the Lancashire Clog, and combined them with West African step dances.
In the tap dancing world you know about words like syncopation, improvisation, Hoofers, cappella and soft shoe. You also
know that the sounds of tap dancing has untapped possibilities; that they have potential to be considered a higher art form
than just making tapping sounds with your shoes, and, that by controlling the dynamics, they can be translated into music,
they play an integral part of an orchestral ensemble or have a role in contemporary chamber music.
Tap dancing could even be used as Morse Code. Then, of course, there’s Riverdance, and don’t forget the ‘Anne Gordon
and Mandy Noble’s dance troupe at U3A, tapping their way to fame, midst a lot of noise, laughter and enthusiasm. Well
done troupe! Have fun!

Croquet
According to the French, croquet originated in France. According to the Irish it originated in
Ireland; but it was in England that it reached pandemic proportions in popularity as a much
needed socially acceptable, mixed-gender activity in those very proper Victorian times:
Risqué, in fact. Even provocative for some, especially as the ladies’ croquet dresses had a
slightly higher hemline than usual and delicate ankles were exposed, which manifested in
much flirtatious behaviour on the courts, a small suggestion of Oneupmanship on the ladies’
part and some very devious behaviour once the ladies got a mallet in their hands, scuffling the
ball under their long skirts to give them an advantage. Men were affronted by these tactics and were often prone
to throwing tantrums as we learnt in Louise May Alcott’s classic Little Women when Jo and Fred got into a bit of
a scuffle over all the cheating. And again, in Alice in Wonderland, when tempers were not only lost, but lives
were threatened when Lewis Carroll brought out the mallets.
There is no such behaviour on the lawns of Banksia Beach Croquet Club. So if you want to spend an afternoon
enjoying the benefits of exercise and fresh air, join the U3A Croquet class for a game. If you are a beginner, Joy
Rule and her team of helpers will teach you the skills and you can have some fun at the same time.

Barry Finch’s Poets’ Corner is tucked away

Ukelele Sounds:

off-campus, and, unlike the original Poets’ Corner in
Westminster Abbey, where famous poets are laid to
rest, his class is alive and well and enthusiastically
absorbing the beauty of our language through poetry.
Here, Harriet Remy-Maillet gives us an example of
her experience as a class member in her poem.
In poetry class we’re learning the joy
Of making up verses that rhyme
There’s heaps to discover and recite to each other
As we learn about metre and time.
There’s iambic pentameter (my favourite sort)
And anglings and stanzas sublime;
Tools and devices so cunningly wrought,
It’s a wonder these poets had time!
Acrostics and ballads are fabulous things
That fill up one’s heart with a thrill.
Poets began back in earliest times
And are busily scribbling still!
So, if you’ve the time and think you’re the sort
To compose a couplet or two.
Then give it a go and see if it’s true
And be glad you’ve tried something new!

The Hawaiians introduced the
world to a small four-stringed
musical instrument and called
it a ukulele, meaning jumping
fleas (figure that), and made
it the most popular instrument in the world. So much so that
George Harrison, of Beatles fame, became a master just before he
died. Neil Armstrong, the moon walker, couldn’t keep his hands off
it either!
Sue Lanham traces the history of ‘Bribie Ukelele Sounds’. A small
group of 12, in Feb. 2016 has grown to three fun groups and one
beginner’s group with 70 players in total. The name, ‘Bribie
Ukulele Sounds’ was created to better identify the earlier groups
‘Ukulele Allsorts’, ‘Luvvin’ Strummin’ and ‘Beginners’ to make it
more inclusive. For some years, it was led by Norm Forbes, who in
2017 decided to hand over to Richard Allan. In 2019, as numbers
of players increased, Sue Lanham joined Richard in support. Covid
restricted our activities in 2020, and in an attempt to continue to
operate, we met in small groups, firstly at Brennan Park. Not ideal.
We were fortunate to be offered the use of the hall at Church of
Christ by Roger Matthews, the Church Pastor and his wife, Sue.
Due to numbers being restricted at this time, it was necessary to
create four separate groups which has continued up until now,
under the banner of Bribie Ukulele Sounds. We continue to
appreciate the support of U3A in all our activities.

The jacuzzi and
wine cellar are
standard, but
pool, grill patio
and media room
are optional!

From Triumph to Toyota or Journeys in Campervans.

Recently Julie & I rented a campervan for a holiday out
West. Although we have camped and travelled a lot, we
have never used a van before so we were looking forward
to a new experience. At the pickup depot we changed
our minds on the van to take. We decided against the
luxury model with a shower and bathroom, cantilevered
jacuzzi and built in cocktail cabinet over the spare wheel cover. We chose a more standard version which was
more like a delivery van with some crafty mod cons, a sort of mobile Rubik’s cube.
Changing the bench seat into a double bed, once the folding dining table had been
stowed, was like creating an origami model out of giant foam mattresses and sliding
shelves. To achieve this feat, it was necessary to stand in the kitchen (or the galley as
I liked to call it). The galley was as wide or narrow as a human. It was five days into
the trip before I was able to achieve the transformation from dining room to bedroom
without setting off the microwave with my backside every time I wrestled one of the
mattresses into place. We developed a mantra “mind your head” as each time the
microwave went off you would jerk up in astonishment and hit your head on the cunningly arranged cupboards at
eye level. One of the above mentioned mod cons was a toaster. Now I’m pretty experienced in cooking toast,
but on this trip, I could never make toast without setting off the smoke alarm which in a confined tin-can is
extraordinarily noisy and upsetting. Eventually we plugged the toaster into the power cable outside the van so
we could have quiet al fresco breakfasts. The van was rated as a 4 berth vehicle but I would have to assume
that meant 2 adults and 2 midgets. The “upstairs” bedroom for these midgets was a shelf wide enough for a
small cat. We decided to rename the camper - the crampervan.
Despite these idiosyncrasies however, the Cramper was a far superior vehicle to one we toured Britain & Europe
in during the 70’s. On choosing a vehicle for that trip we realised that a car would not be suitable so decided on
a wagon. This was a Triumph Herald Estate car. A trusty 1250cc motor that from a
standing start, could easily drag off a kid on a tricycle. I’m not sure what the “Estate”
part of the name meant. I assumed it referred to charging around English country
estates, stashing pheasants, forelock-pulling yeomen and other game in the back
along with a couple of 12 bore shot guns. In reality, with the back seats down, you
could lie in an uncomfortable, diagonal, foetal position so the tailgate didn’t crush
your toes. However, none of this deterred us. Equipped with a mean nylon tent that
proved to be less than waterproof, several hundred tins of Yorkshire puddings and baked beans stashed under
the seats, a blue camping gas cooker, a carefully constructed shelf for maps and green Michelin guides, and
some yellow plastic headlight covers, we set off for a bit of ‘Le Camping’ around Europe.
France, of course, has always been in the vanguard of motoring engineering. Remember the Citroën L15 with
front-wheel drive and a gear lever in the dashboard or the later models with pneumatic suspension and
headlights that turned with the steering? But I digress. While driving in the heat of the south of
France we blew a tyre, literally to pieces. No probs. Get a replacement at the next garage.
France, of course, had taken on board the idea of radial tyres, while the UK still used cross-ply,
and never the twain shall meet. Our one replacement tyre therefore, became a necessary pair of
fantastic Michelin radials. These probably cost us a week of our trip. However, when we sold the
car 2 years and 25,000 miles later, those tyres (along with a B&W TV thrown in) were the major
selling point as they still looked like new.
Our Crampervan, of course, had a sliding side door for easy exit from the bed. Slide open the door and roll out,
being careful not to crack your head on the steps on the way down (or set off the microwave). A bit like tearing
open one of those sardine tins, (without the oil). The sound of the sliding door at night brought back memories of
the Europe trip. How many times did we hear at night the growl of an ex Dutch Post Office Vee-Dub camper van
crawling into a campsite? Its motor sounding like a low flying Messerschmitt, and after finally stopping, there
would be perfect silence for 10 seconds before we would hear the familiar screech of the sliding door as the
Kombi unloaded numerous campers.
I think if I had my time again and could somehow advance 50 years, I would have chosen the
modern Cramper to the early Triumph for the European trip, but would have missed the stylish lines
of the Triumph and I did love the walnut facia!
Greg Sibthorpe

Bribie Island U3A Players
& U3A Art groups present

Welcome to the world of ‘Suspense’.
After much uncertainty over the last 18 months, U3A Players and 14 of our Art groups finally successfully
presented their season of ’Suspense’, in the Recreation Hall on May 14th to 16th. Two radio plays and
three sketches entertained the small (but socially distanced) enthusiastic audiences, while 100 works of art
created a varied and intriguing atmosphere. We were kept in suspense: ranging from the ‘Thing in the
window’ that might be a dead body, the concerns of the initials ABC!, what an op. shop can provide, to the
non-conversation about when we shop, and what happens after the Fairy Tale finishes - all surrounded by
the amazing achievements of our artists, who in pencil, paint and pen created, in just over one term, their
challenging views of the world.
Many thanks to the sterling efforts of our team of 14 volunteers and all the endeavour’s supporters, who
maintained their enthusiastic push to present ‘live theatre’!

BRIBIE AT U3A STATE CONFERENCE
Queensland U3A Network is open to all QLD U3A’s to give and receive support from fellow U3A groups and
effectively liaise with state, national and international organisations and governments. Representatives of
U3A’s throughout Queensland meet annually for the Network QLD Conference. With 37 U3A operations in
QLD, there is much knowledge, experience and information to share. This year’s Conference was held in
mid-May in Stanthorpe. A program of informative speakers and interesting topics included the 2021-25
Strategic Plan, with objectives at a State, National and International level. Conferences are held in all
Australian States, and country representatives attend global conferences. Attending the conference provides a
unique opportunity for participants to share knowledge and learn from the expertise of fellow members and
explore alternatives.
The U3A concept started at a French University in 1973 and spread around the world over 48 years. There
are now 18,000 U3A operations in 210 countries with over 9.5 million senior students. This makes U3A a
valued and successful organisation in the eyes of world Governments. In QLD alone, we have over 24,000
members, and volunteers donate 300,000 hours valued at many millions of dollars each year.

The average size of a U3A is about 350 students, so Bribie Island with 2000 students and 150 classes is
amongst the larger ones. Bribie is also among the most cost effective in terms of membership and class fees,
and in recent years, we have launched new U3A’s in Caboolture and Beachmere, and supported them to
independent status.
The Conference confirmed just how good and strong U3A is, and in Bribie how far we have come in our 29
years, as we look forward to our 30 year anniversary celebrations in 2022!

Barry Clark

Juri Linins (Vice President), Barry Clark (Publicity),
Maree Mosslar (Pres.)
Bribie U3A representatives at the QLD Network Conference 2021

U3A QLD Network Competition
U3A QLD Network are running competitions for 2021.
The categories for this year are: Creative Writing and Photography.
The theme for both sections is ‘Still Learning’.
Entries close in early December.
Interested? For more information there are posters displayed in Bribie U3A
Or check: www.qld.org.au

21st anniversary of the ‘Third Age’
In 1992, Arnold & Bette Montaut arrived from Perth in Western Australia and missing their old U3A,
generated a branch on Bribie Island. As the embryo grew, the need to contact members and create
interest in the organisation, generated the need for a newsletter: in June 2000, our first edition
appeared for a membership of 284. It was originally designed by Col and Robbie Mitchell, and a
glance through it reveals many of the features that flavour current U3A life: social events, enrolment
days, term dates and the ongoing quest of ‘where to find rooms for more groups’ and the plea for
more tutors.
During the period from 2000 to 2021, Bribie U3A, and inevitably the newsletter, underwent many
changes: one being renamed ‘Third Age’ as the result of a competition. This title for U3A represents
when we enter the time of leisure and can follow our interests and continue to extend our
knowledge and expertise after childhood and work. Looking through the editions of the 21 years
reflects the increasing use of technology, growth from a single page, the use of colour and the need
to keep up with ever increasing membership and complex program. But some key features remain
constant: our reliance on volunteers (with many being the newsletter editors, reporters and creators)
and the main aim of the newsletter it to publicise ’what U3A is all about’.

Bribie Island U3A Committee for 2021
The AGM for Bribie U3A was held on Friday, 26th March 2021 in slightly
different circumstances: following within 6 months the Covid delayed 2019
AGM, socially isolated seating, without our usual ‘long lunch’, and with the
number capped at 52, 2020 was farewelled and hopefully a more creative
and exciting 2021 was ushered in.
Greg Sibthorpe hands
over the baton
John & Ailsa Gaffy & Roger and Trish Platt

to new President Maree Mosslar

Maree welcomes new committee members
Jenny Falknau (Secretary )
and Kaye Keene (Reception Coord.

A bittersweet occasion for Bribie U3A
as we farewelled retiring committee
members, Ailsa Gaffy and Roger Platt.
Between them, they have covered the
roles of Treasurer and Technology
Officer, (Roger) and Reception and
Functions coordinator (Ailsa).
With a combined total of 26 years of
committee service, we will certainly
miss their support in so many aspects
of U3A.

Welcome Bribie Island U3A committee for 2021

Bits and Pieces
 An invitation: Is English your

second language or are you fluent in
Italian or Spanish? At U3A our Italian
and Spanish conversation groups
would welcome new members to
converse in either Italian or Spanish.
 Congratulations to Judy Clarke, from

Thursday’s Mahjong class, who came
2nd in a Mahjong competition at
Bunderberg a few weeks ago.
 Apologies for absences are

important information, so you can ring
Reception (34081450) or email:
admin@bribieu3a.com.au
 Continuing thanks to members for

following our Covid safe instructions they still apply, so remember: safe
distancing, the entry and exit rules
and using sanitisers frequently.
 We now have a new App. for signing

in! If you are attending a class you do
not need to sign in. However if you
visit U3A for any other reason you
should sign in at Reception: either by
your mobile phone or writing your
details on the sheet.

Left to right:
Back row: Greg Sibthorpe (Technology), Chris Clark, Rose Barnes (Program
Co-ords), Juri Linins (V.P), Barry Clark (Publicity).
Middle Row:
Kaye Keene (Reception), Margaret Spooner (V.P), Judi Irvine (Functions).

Front row: Ian Corin (Treasurer), Jenny Falknau (Secretary), Maree Mosslar
(President), Robyn Connolly (Program Co-ord),
Shona Shergold (Assis. Treasurer).

QPAC has opened to theatre lovers once more and under strict Covid-19 regulations we have commenced
organising outings for 2021. The first show we tentatively ventured out to see was ‘Shrek The Musical’ in January
– a laugh a minute, and last week we saw ‘Come from Away’, a moving story of the passengers from planes diverted
to Newfoundland Canada after 9/11. Everyone is enjoying being back at the theatre after no outings in 2020,
despite masks, check in apps on smart phones that not many of our members own or know how to use if they do, 2
people to a lift, etc.
Currently, we have the following shows open for bookings:

‘A German Life’ – Playhouse QPAC
‘The Sleeping Beauty’ – Qld Ballet

Wednesday 2nd June $85

‘Hot Shoe Shuffle’ – Savoyards Manly
‘The Ten Tenors’ – Caloundra Events Centre
‘Westside Story’ – Lyric Theatre QPAC
‘Charlie and the Chocolate Factory’
‘The Drowsy Chaperone’
‘The Nutcracker’

Thursday, 10th June $105
Saturday 26th June $55
Friday 2nd July $110
Wednesday 11th August $90
Wednesday,15th Sept $95
September - Date to be advised
November - Date to be advised

Changes to the method of listing and payment have come into effect in 2021 and the system is working well.
The Theatre Group is now registered as a class of U3A and your name will go on the list only when your
payment is received. After announcement of a show, the number of booked seats will be sold to the first
members to pay and when the list is full, a waitlist will be established. Cancellations always occur so don ’t
be deterred by being on the waitlist, you will likely get a seat.
Enquiries: Lorelle 0408 301 973 / Shona 0468 406 813 or email: TheatreGroup@bribieu3a.com.au
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Hidden in the square is a
term related to music.
Starting at the shaded C,
move from letter to letter in
any direction to find what it
is. You must use each letter
but only once.

Using only V’s & W’s fill in all the
words below.


-o-en

- a-e



Re-ie-

-ea-e



A-o-

-i-es



-are-ol-es

D-ar-es



Ho-e-er

-el-et



-ee-il

-al-e

Answers to last month’s puzzles
Stack, Grain, Tramp, Bread,
Prose, Hoist, Snore, Woods,
TAMARIND

After the game,
the King and Pawn
go into the same box.

Moreton Bay Regional Council Survey

Share your views
to help the Council plan for the future,
the MBRC wants to know
what is important for you.
Survey open till 5pm. Sunday, 13th June 2021
‘Have your say’ contact: mbrc.link/moreton-says

Italian proverb
The best cure
for sea sickness
is to sit
under a tree.
Spike Milligan

Free
Spring
water

